Abstract-Due to the limited resources available in the wireless ad hoc networking nodes, the scalability is crucial for network operations. One effective approach is to maintain only a sparse spanner of a linear number of links while still preseving the power-efficient route for any pair of nodes. For any spanner , its power stretch factor is defined as the maximum ratio of the minimum power needed to support any link in this spanner to the least necessary. In this paper, we first consider several wellknown proximity graphs including relative neighborhood graph, Gabriel graph and Yao graph. These graphs are sparse and can be constructed locally in an efficient way. We show that the power stretch factor of Gabriel graph is always one, and the power stretch factor of Yao graph is bounded by a constant while the power stretch factor of relative neighborhood graph could be as large as the network size minus one. Notice that all of these graphs do not have constant degrees. We further propose another sparse spanner that has both constant degree and constant power stretch factor. An efficient local algorithm is presented for the construction of this spanner.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider a wireless ad hoc network consisting of a set of nodes distributed in a two-dimensional plane. Each node has an omnidirectional antenna. In the most common power-attenuation model, the power needed to support a link ÙÚ is ÙÚ ¬ , where ÙÚ is the distance between Ù and Ú, ¬ is a constant between ¾ and dependent on the wireless transmission environment. By proper scaling, all nodes have maximum transmission range equal to one unit. These nodes define a unit disk graph in which there is an edge between two nodes if and only if their distance is at most one. The number of edges in the unit disk graph could be as large as the square order of the number of network nodes. The routing over this unit disk graph is unscalable.
Recently, Rodoplu and Meng [1] described a distributed protocol to construct a spanner, a connected subgraph of the unit disk graph, which is guaranteed to contain the minimum energy consumption path connecting any pair of nodes. However, their protocol is not time and space efficient. In the worst case, the time complexity of each node is in the cubic order of the number of its neighbors. Recently, improvement on their result was made in [2] to construct a sparser spanner more efficiently. The constructed spanner has a linear number of edges and also preserve the path of the minimum power for any pair of nodes.
A further trade-off can be made between the sparseness and the power efficiency of the spanner. The power efficiency of any spanner is measured by its power stretch factor, which is defined as the maximum ratio of the minimum power needed to support any link in this spanner to the least necessary. Recently, Wattenhofer et al. [3] try to address this trade-off. Unfortunately, their algorithm is problematic and their result is erroneous which will be discussed in detail later.
In this paper, we first consider several well-known proximity graphs including relative neighborhood graph, Gabriel graph and Yao graph. These graphs are sparse and can be constructed locally in an efficient way. We show that the power stretch factor of Gabriel graph is always one, and the power stretch factor of Yao graph is bounded by a constant while the power stretch factor of relative neighborhood graph could be as large as the network size minus one. Notice that all of these graphs do not have constant degrees. We further propose another sparse topology that has both constant degree and constant power stretch factor. An efficient local algorithm is presented for constructing this topology. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review the definitions of several well-known geometry structures. We formally define the power stretch factor and introduce several basic properties in Section III. In Section IV, we study several geometry structures that may be used for network topology control. We then give an algorithm that constructs a sparse and power-efficient spanner with bounded degree. We conclude our paper in section V by discussing some possible future works.
II. GEOMETRY STRUCTURES
Let Î be a set of Ò wireless nodes distributed in a two-dimensional plane. These nodes induce a unit disk graph Í ´Î µ in which there is an edge between two nodes if and only if their distance is at most one. Various proximity subgraphs of the unit disk graph can be defined. See the left figure of Figure 1 for an illustration. These graphs extend the conventional definitions of corresponding ones for the completed Euclidean graph. It is well-known that ÊAE ´Î µ is a subgraph of ´Î µ and ´Î µ [4] , [5] , [6] . In addition, all these graphs contain the Euclidean minimum spanning tree Å Ë Ì´Î µ as a subgraph. These graphs are sparse: ÊAE ´Î µ ¿Ò ½¼ ´Î µ ¿Ò and ´Î µ Ò.
The sparseness implies that the average node degree is bounded by a constant. However the maximum degree could be as large as Ò ½ as shown in the right figure of Figure 1 . The instance consists of Ò points lying on the unit circle centered at a node Ù ¾ Î . Thus, each edge ÙÚ belongs to the ÊAE ´Î µ, ´Î µ and
The configuration given by the right figure of Figure 1 shows that no geometry structure with constant degree bound contains the least energy consumption path for all pairs of nodes. Notice that if such structure exists, node Ù has to maintain the connection ÙÚ because ÙÚ is the minimum energy consumption path for Ù and Ú .
The length stretch factor (Some researchers call it dilation ratio, spanning ratio) of a graph is defined as the maximum ratio of the shortest path length connecting any pair of nodes in to their distance.
Bose et al. [7] showed that the length stretch factor of ÊAE ´Î µ is at most Ò ½ and the length stretch factor of ´Î µ is at most Ô ¾Ò ¿ . Several papers showed that the Yao graph ´Î µ has length stretch factor at most
III. POWER STRETCH FACTOR
Consider any unicast path ´Ù Úµ in (could be directed) from a node Ù ¾ Î to another node Ú ¾ Î , say ´Ù Úµ Ú¼Ú½ ¡ ¡ ¡ Ú ½ Ú , where Ù Ú¼, Ú Ú . The total transmission power Ô´ µ consumed by this path is Ô´ µ È ½ Ú ½ Ú ¬ . Let Ô ´Ù Úµ be the least energy consumed by all paths connecting nodes Ù and Ú in . The path connecting Ù Ú and consuming the energy Ô ´Ù Úµ is called the leastenergy path in for Ù and Ú. When it is clear from the context, we will omit the subscript in Ô ´Ù Úµ.
Let À be a subgraph of . The power stretch factor of a graph À with respect to is then defined as
If is a unit disk graph, we use À´Î µ instead of À´ µ. Let
When the graph À is clear from the context, it is dropped from notation.
In this section, we present some basic properties of power stretch factor. The above lemma implies that it is sufficient to analyze the power stretch factor of À to each link in but not in À.
Lemma 2: For any À with length stretch factor AE, its power stretch factor is at most AE ¬ for any graph . Proof. From Lemma 1, it is sufficient to show ÔÀ´Ù Úµ AE ¬ ÙÚ ¬ for any link ÙÚ in but not in À. There is a path À´Ù Úµ in À with length at most AE ÙÚ . The lemma follows from Ô´ À´Ù Úµµ
Therefore a geometry structure À with a constant length stretch factor AE implies that its power stretch factor is no more than AE ¬ . In particular, a graph with a constant length stretch factor must also have a constant power stretch factor. But the reverse is not necessarily true. Finally, the power stretch factor has the following monotonic property, i.e., À½ À¾ then À ½´ µ À ¾´ µ.
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we study the power stretch factor of several sparse geometry structures for unit graph although our results usually hold for general graphs. At the end, we give a method to construct a sparse network with bounded degree and bounded stretch factor.
A. Relative Neighborhood Graph
Since the relative neighborhood graph has the length stretch factor as large as Ò ½, then the Lemma 2 implies that its power stretch factor is at most´Ò ½µ ¾ . In this section, we show that it is actually Ò ½. Then we show that ÊAE ´Òµ Ò ½ for any small positive by constructing an example illustrated in Figure 2 . Fig. 2 . The Euclidean minimum spanning tree has large stretch factor.
We consider two cases. We first consider even Ò, say Ò ¾ Ñ. The construction of the point set Î is shown in Figure 2 (1), which was used in [7] . Let « ¿ · ¾ AE ¿ AE, where AE is a sufficiently small positive number which will be fixed later. The Ñ points with odd subscripts Ú½ Ú ¿ Ú ¡ ¡ ¡ Ú ¾Ñ ½ are collinear, so are the Ñ points with even subscripts Ú¾ Ú Ú ¡ ¡ ¡ Ú ¾Ñ . As proved in [7] , ÊAE ´Î µ is a path Ú½ Ú ¿ Ú ¡ ¡ ¡ Ú ¾Ñ ½ Ú ¾Ñ ¡ ¡ ¡ Ú Ú Ú ¾ . As AE ¼, the length of each edge in ÊAE ´Î µ tends to Ú½Ú¾ from below, which implies Ô ÊAE ´Ù Úµ Ô´Ù Úµ Ò ½. So we can find a sufficiently small AE ¼ such that Ô ÊAE ´Ù Úµ Ô´Ù Úµ Ò ½ ¯, which implies ÊAE ´Òµ Ò ½ ¯. When Ò is odd, the construction is shown in Figure 2 (2) and the existence can be proved by a similar argument.
The above proof also shows that any graph contains the Euclidean minimum spanning tree has the power stretch factor at most Ò ½.
B. Gabriel Graph
The Gabriel graph has length stretch factor in between Ô Ò ¾ and Ô ¾Ò ¿ [7] . From Lemma 2, its power stretch factor is at most
. We show that ´Òµ ½ by giving a stronger result.
Theorem 4:
The power stretch factor of any Gabriel graph is one.
Proof. Consider any link ÙÚ in any least energy path in Í ´Î µ. Then ÙÚ itself is the least energy path between Ù and Ú. Therefore, the open disk using Ù and Ú as diameter is empty of wireless nodes. It implies that edge ÙÚ remains in the Gabriel graph ´Î µ.
C. Yao Graph
The Yao graph ´Î µ has length stretch factor ½ ½ ¾ × Ò . Lemma 2 implies its power stretch factor is no more than´½ ½ ¾ × Ò µ ¬ . We prove a stronger result. We end this section by commenting a result by Wattenhofer et al. [3] . Their two-phased approach consists of a variation of the Yao graph followed by a variation of the Gabriel graph. They try to prove that the constructed spanner has constant power stretch factor and the node degree is bounded by a constant. Unfortunately, there are some bugs in their proof of the constant power stretch factor and their result is erroneous. Their algorithm can be interpreted as follows.
The first phase constructs a variation of the Yao graph. Their algorithm traverses the neighbor nodes in the order of the distance to Ù. This makes sure that node Ú will stay.
They proved that after the first phase, the power stretch factor of the constructed graph is at most ½ · ¾ × Ò ¾ . Their proof contains several bugs and therefore fail to obtain the claimed power stretch factor. The bound ½ · ¾ × Ò ¾ also appears to be erroneous. Using our approach, we can fix this bug and obtain a power stretch factor
We also observe that the second phase of the algorithm is not welldefined and contain serious bugs that can not be fixed. The algorithm depends on the relative order of removing edges. During the second phase, all the horizontal edges will survive. The other edges may be removed in the following order. Node Ù½ will remove edge Ù½Ú¾ due to the presence of node Ù¾. Node Ú¾ then remove the edge Ú¾Ù¾ due to the presence of node Ú¿. Node Ù¾ then remove edge Ù¾Ú¿ due to the presence of node Ù¿. The process continues until all slant edges except the edge ÙÑ ½ ÚÑ. The resulting graph consists of all the horizontal links plus the edge ÙÑ ½ ÚÑ. In this graph, the unique path from Ù½ to Ú¾ has total power consumption ¾´Ñ ¾µ ¬ · ½ .
Then the power stretch factor is at least ¾´Ñ ¾µ ¬ ·½, which increases linearly with the number of nodes. The key mistake in the algorithm is that each node may eliminate both incoming links and outgoing links.
D. Bounded Degree Graph
Notice that even the directed graph ´Î µ has bounded stretch ratio and bounded out-degree for each node, some nodes may have very large in-degree. The nodes configuration given by the right figure of Figure 1 will result a very large in-degree for node Ù. Bounded out-degree gives us advantages when apply several routing algorithms.
However, unbounded in-degree at node Ù will often cause large overhead at Ù. Therefore it is often imperative to construct a sparse network topology such that both the in-degree and the out-degree are bounded by a constant while it is still power-efficient.
Arya et al. [8] had given an ingenious technique to generate a bounded degree graph with constant length stretch factor. We apply the same technique to construct a sparse network topology with bounded degree and bounded power stretch factor. The technique is to replace the directed star consisting of all links towards a node Ù by a directed tree Ì´Ùµ of a bounded degree with Ù as the sink. Tree Ì´Ùµ is constructed recursively. , centered at Ú. Then create a directed links from the found nodes to Ú and remove the found nodes from Á´Ùµ. The process is terminated when Á´Ùµ becomes empty. Here Ù can construct the tree Ì´Ùµ and then broadcast the structure of Ì´Ùµ to all nodes in Ì´Ùµ. Figure 5 illustrates a directed star centered at Ù and the directed tree Ì´Ùµ constructed to replace the star. The union of all trees Ì´Ùµ is called the sink structure
We prove that its power stretch factor is at most´½ ½ ´¾ × Ò µ ¬ µ ¾ and its degree is bounded by´ · ½ µ ¾ ½. Notice that the ×Ò geometry structure does not change the outdegree of a node. One directed edge ÚÙimplies that there is also one directed edge ÚÛin the sink Ì´Ùµ for some Û ¾ Á´Ùµ. Moreover, because each node Ú at most participates in at most · ½ sink trees (it will at most participate sink trees for some other nodes and itself will also have one sink tree Ì´Úµ) and Ú participates in one sink tree will introduce at most in-degree, the total in-degree is therefore at most ´ · ½ µ . Consequently, the total degree is at most
Notice that the ×Ò structure and the Yao graph structure do not have to have the same number of cones. For setting up a power-efficient wireless networking, each node Ù finds all its neighbors in ´Î µ, which can be done in linear time proportional to the number of nodes within its transmission range.
A post-processing can be used to further reduce the number of edges. We apply the Gabriel graph structure to the constructed Yao graph 
V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we consider how to maintain a simple network topology that is power-efficient. We summarize our results about the power stretch factors and some previous results about the length stretch factors by Table I . A node in Yao graph ´Î µ has out-degree at most , while its indegree could be as large as Ò ½. Graph £´Î µ has a bounded degree and a constant power stretch factor. It is easy to give examples that the relative neighborhood graph, the Gabriel graph, the Yao graph and the sink struture could consume arbitrarily larger total energy by all nodes than the minimum total energy necessary to maintain the connectivity of the network. We leave it as a future work to design an algorithm to construct a connected topology with total energy consumption being a constant factor of the minimum necessary while achieving a bounded degree and a constant power stretch factor.
